
UNIT 2:  CLOTHING
TEST 1

I. Choose the word which is pronounced differently from the other.
1. A. worry B. sorry C. dog D. doctor
2. A. hoped B. asked C. received D. washed
3. A. about B. sound C. young D. account
4. A. invited B. ticket C. pick D. circus
5. A. place B. jam C. face D. take
II. Choose the word in each line that has different stress pattern.
6. A. casual B. convenient C. designer D. embroider
7. A. fashionable B. rivalry C. encourage D. logical
8. A. poem B. champagne C. label D. novel
9. A. inspiration B. economic C. situation D. material
10. A. impress B. comic C. cotton D. baggy
III. Find the one choice that best completes the sentence.
11. Now fashion ______ want to change the traditional Ao dai.

A. makers B. workers C. designers D. dressers
12. The word “Jeans” comes from a kind of ______ that was made in Europe.

A. substance B. form C. element D. material
13. In the 18th century Jean cloth was made completely from ______

A. rubber B. leather C. cotton D. nylon
14. In the 1980s jeans finally became high fashion clothing______ of jeans went up and up.

A. Sales B. Buying C. Selling D. Making
15. Today young generation______ wearing jeans.

A. likes B. enjoys C. is font of D. all A, B and C
16. The material used to make jeans was very ______ and it didn’t wear out easily.

A. hardly B. difficult C. strong D. solid
17. My uncle is a seaman. He usually away on voyages.

A. fisher B. sailor C. worker D. boatman
18. Some designers have ______ the Ao dai by printing lines of poetry on it.

A. modernized B. introduced C. made D. increased
19. He may be from a rich family. His clothes look very modern and ______  .

A. old B. fashionable C. cheap D. inexpensive
20. Wearing uniforms help students feel ______ in many ways.

A. the same B different C. unequal D. equal
21. Wearing casual clothes gives students ______ of choice of colors and styles.

A. comfortable B. liking C. freedom D. convenient
22. I ______ in the same company  since I left school.

A. work B. worked C. have worked D. had worked
23. Greeting cards are big business in Britain. Millions of cards______ every year.

A. is sent B. are sent C. have been sent D. has been sent
24. It was careless______ not to lock the gate.

A. of he B. for him C. of him D. from him
25. During the last couple of years they______ very happy.

A. haven’t been B. weren’t C. aren’t D. didn’t
26. Nowadays Jeans ______ all over the world.

A. is sold B. are sold C. sold D. sell
27. Lan feels sick. She wishes she ______ so many cakes.

A. didn’t eat B. doesn’t eat C. ate D. hadn’t eaten
28. When I was young. I used to ______  to school by my mother.

A. be taken B. being taken C. take D. taking
29. Modern patterns______ to the Ao dai to make it more fashionable.



A. has been added B. have been added C. are added D. added
30. In the 18th century jeans ______ very popular. Only workmen ______ them.

A. were/ wear B. weren’t / wore C. haven’t been/ wore D. have been/ wear
31. Jeans have never been out of fashion, jeans______ by young people all over the world.

A. is liked B. was liked C. being liked D. are liked
32. For the time being he______ busy______ a new novel.

A. is/ writing B. was to write C. is/ to write D. was/ writing
33. ______ all over the world, English has become the international language.

A. Speaking B. Spoken C. Speak D. Being speaking
34. Mr. Johnson can’t use his office at the moment. It ______.

A. is redecorated B. has redecorated C. is being redecorated D. was redecorated
35. A tree was lying across the road. it______ down in the storm.

A. is blown B. was blown C. is being blown D. has been blown
36. That church looks very old. When ______? 

A. is it built B. has it been built C. was it built D. did it built
37. ______, after trying three times, he passed the driving test.

A. Lastly B. Last of all C. Last D.  At last
38. Tom is late for class again. He______ punished by his teacher.

A. would be B. could be C. will be D. has been
39. A lot of guests ______, but few came.

A. was expected B. have been expected C. expected D. were expected
40. Write to me and tell me all ______ your holiday in France.

A. of B. about C. for D. with
41. The wall of the room was made______ thick glass.

A. by B. off C. in D. of
42. I’ve been learning English______ five years.

A. for B. since C. in D. at
43. He said he met you once in Paris last year. ______ him since?

A. Have you seen B. Had you seen C. Did you see D. Were you seen
44. She often wishes that she ______ a bicycle.

A. can ride B. can rode C. could ride D. could rode
45. “ You are late”, She said, “ I think the bus______ already.”

A. went B. was going C. goes D. has gone
IV. Choose the underlined words or phrases that are not correct in standard written English.
46. Can you tell me when penicillin is discovered? – In 1928.

              A           B                    C                        D
47. When my brother went to work in the city library, he became interesting in books.

                                    A                        B                        C            D
48. There was so many traffic that it took me an hour to get to the office.

         A           B                             C                        D
49. Are you accustomed to live in a big city yet?

  A                 B              C                        D
50. My uncle wishes he didn’t waste time when he was young.

                  A                  B                    C            D
51. We had to use the stairs because the elevator was out order.

       A       B                      C                                        D
52. He has worked for the same company since he leaves school.

         A           B                                    C            D
53. Do you know “Farad”,  a unit in electricity is named  after Faraday?

              A                        B                        C               D
54. The girl was last saw wearing a pink dress and brown shoes.

                     A   B       C                                                D



55. For the time being he was writing a new novel which is a science fiction.
                     A                 B                       C              D

V. Read the following passage and choose the best answer.
We don’t  only  choose  clothes  to  make  us  look  (56)______,  we also  use  them to  tell  the  world

(57)______ our personality. The clothes we wear and our (58) ______ as a whole give other people useful
information about what we think (59)______ we feel. If we feel cheerful, we usually wear (60) ______
clothes and if we feel (61) ______ we sometimes put on dark clothes. But why do teenagers wear black
so(62)______? Is  it  because  they  feel  miserable  all  (63)______? This  is  unlikely  to  be  the  case.  It  is
probably just because it is (64)______ to wear black, and young people they are real fans of (65)______.

56. A. attract B. attractive C. attractively D. attraction
57. A. of B. with C. by D. about
58. A. appear B. appearance C. appeared D. appearing
59. A. which B. what C. how D. when
60. A. colorful B. colors C. colorfully D. colorless
61. A. depress B. depressed C. depressing D. depression
62. A. frequent B. frequency C. frequently D. frequents
63. A. the time B. the day C. the week D. the month
64. A. fashion B. fashionable C. fashioner D. fashioned
65. A. fashion B. fashionable C. fashioner D. fashioned

VI. Choose the sentence which is closest in meaning to the given one.
66. They believe that the old castle was built hundreds of years ago.

A. It was believed that the old castle was built hundreds of years ago.
B. The old castle is believed to be built hundreds of years ago.
C. The old castle is believed to have built hundreds of years ago.
D. The old castle is believed to have been built hundreds of years ago.

67. In France people think horse meat is delicious.
A. Horse meat are thought to be delicious in France.
B. Horse meat was thought to be delicious in France.
C. Horse meat is thought to be delicious in France.
D. It is thought horse meat be delicious in France.

68. I’ve got no idea what his name is.
A. What’s his name? B. His name has no idea
C. I’ve got his name already D. I don’t know his name

69.There were only two actors on the stage when the play started.
A. Two actors were playing on the stage. B. The play began with two actors on the stage.
C. We saw two actors on the stage D. They played with two actors

70. The picture he gave you was better than the one he gave me.
A. Your picture was better than mine.
B. The picture he gave you was god.
C. The picture he gave you was bad.
D. The picture he gave you was the one he gave me.

======================================================================

UNIT : 2 TEST 2
I/ Choose the word which is pronounced differently from the other.
1. A. proud B. pound C. double D. house
2. A. roofs B. tickets C. tops D. waves
3. A. since B. ride C. drive D. divide
4. A. sun B. fun C. full D. run
5. A. value B. use C. music D. currency
II. Choose the word in each line that has different stress pattern.



6. A. constrained B. fashion C. novel D. poem
7. A. subject B. symbol C. unique D. sweater
8. A. traditional B. encouragement C. minority D. psychedelic
9. A. casual B. occasion C. logical D. rivalry
10. A. economic B. historical C. intelligent D. directory
III. Find the one choice that best completes the sentence.
11. My uncle is ______. He composed music and plays the piano very well.

A. musician B. music player C. music writer D. music fan
12. The Ao dai is the______ dress of Vietnamese women.

A. casual B. traditional C. international D. social
13. Miss Nga designs clothes for ladies. She is a ______  .

A. fashion clothes B. clothing C. cloth maker D. fashion designer
14. Poets are usually inspired with beauty. They write______  to show their feeling.

A. novels B. poems C. text reading D. essays
15. Vietnamese women usually wear the Ao dai , especially on______ occasions.

A. casual B. national C. special D. additional
16. The Ao dai ______ of long silk tunic that is slit on the sides and worn over loose pants.

A. comprises B. made C. composed D. consist
17. Nguyen Du, one of famous Vietnamese______ wrote “Truyen Kieu”.

A. poets B. poems C. poetry D. poetic
18. Traditionally, the Ao dai was ______ by both men and women.

A. wear B. wearing C. wore D. to wear
19. For centuries, poets, writers and musicians have ______ the Ao dai in poems, novels and songs.

A. said B. told C. talked D. mentioned
20. However, many Vietnamese women today______ to wear modern clothing at work.

A. prefer B. like more C. enjoy D. avoid
21. Some designers have taken ______  from Vietnam’s ethnic minorities.

A. liking B. hobby C. inspiration D. interest
22. This is a very popular TV program. Every week it ______ by millions of people.

A. has been watched B. is watched C. watches D. was watched
23. My uncle moved to the North six months ago. I ______ from him since.

A. didn’t hear B. don’t hear C. haven’t heard D. couldn’t hear
24. This ______ very often. It becomes deserted.

A. are used B. has used C. isn’t used D. hadn’t been used
25. Is Margaret popular? – Yes, she______ by everybody.

A. is liked B. likes C. has been liked D. was liked
26. I’ve been waiting for you for an hour. Where ______?

A. were you B. are you C. have you been D. did you
27. Tom ______ write to me until last year. Now he send me e-mail.

A. is used to B. uses to C. used to D. gets used to
28. It is the best score. Nobody has ______ done this before.

A. never B. any C. not D. ever
29. Up to now, our teacher ______ our class for tests on mathematics.

A. gives B. gave C. is giving D. has given
30. Mr. John feels tired because he ______ hard all day.

A. works B. worked C. has worked D. had worked
31. This film is so interesting that I ______ three times.

A. have seen it B. saw it C. see it D. had seen it
32. We have to wait. A decision______ until the next meeting.

A. wasn’t made B. didn’t make C. won’t be made D. hadn’t been made
33. We needn’t pay for service. Service ______ in the bill.

A. was included B. including C. included D. is included



34. The room looks different. ______ since I was last here?
A. Has it been painted B. Is it painted C. Was it painted D. Is it being painted

35. Pay attention, please. Cars ______ in “ No parking” area.
A. must be parked B. must park C. mustn’t park D. mustn’t be parked

36. Try these cakes. They are made______ wheat flour, sugar and eggs.
A. of B. by C. from D. in

37. The mountains can be seen ______ a great distance.
A. at B. in C. to D. from

38. I ______  back to the village where I was born for a long time.
A. 

didn’t B. wasn’t C. haven’t been D. am not
39. Don’t touch the window. It  ______.

A. has just painted C. just have been painted
B. just painted D. has just been painted

40. Several people were hurt in the accident but only one ______  to hospital.
A. has taken B. has been taking C. was taken D. was taking

41.  “ Are you sorry that you didn’t take pictures?” – “ Yes. I wish______.”
A. I took B. I had C. I take D. I had taken

42. So far ten houses______.
A. are built B. were built C. have been built D. have built

43. He insisted on ______ a receipt for the bill he had repaid.
A. to be given B. being given C. giving D. given

44. I bought my sister a beautiful scarf ______ her holiday.
A. in B. to C. for D. at

45. Many of our useful medicines are made ______ plants.
A. of B. in C. by D. from

IV. Choose the underlined words or phrases that are not correct in standard written English.
46. This is the first time I tried to play badminton.

 A              B                C          D
47. None of the pictures are the same. They are all very different with each other.

 A                                       B                        C                        D
48. The last time we decorated the flat was 5 years ago. The flat wasn’t decorated for five years.

         A                                            B                                        C                       D
49. In the end, the result was quite different with what we expected.

                                A                              B      C              D
50. We won’t know the value of health until we will lose it.    

                               A       B                                 C    D
51. Since civilization began, gold is regarded as a symbol of power and wealth.

                                              A                 B                         C               D
52. Nowadays women don’t spend much time doing housework no longer.

                      A                            B             C                             D
53. Destroyed completely during the war, this city has now rebuilt fast.

    A                               B                                      C                   D
54. The effects of cigarette has been proved to be extremely harmful.

                                      A              B       C                        D
55. Collecting of coins and stamps were my father’s hobby when he retired.

    A                                           B                                     C              D
V. Read the following passage and choose the best answers.

BLUE JEANS.
Levi Strauss, a young (56)______from Germany, arrived in San Francisco in 1850. California was in 

the middle of the Gold Rush, thousands of men were coming to California to dig for gold. And Levi Strauss 



came to sell canvas to these (57)______Canvas is heavy fabric. So Levi Strauss thought the miners could 
use the canvas for tents.

One day Strauss heard a miner (58)______ that he couldn’t find clothes (59)______for the work he
was doing. Strauss got an idea. He quickly took some of his canvas and made it (60)______pants. These are
pants were (61)______the miners needed. In one day Strauss sold all the pants he had made.

Strauss wanted to improve his pants. He wanted to make them event better. He bought a fabric that
was softer than canvas but just as strong. This fabric came from Nimes, a city in France, and was called
serge de Nimes. The miners liked this fabric. They called it “denim” (from de Nimes) and bought even more
pants from Strauss.

However, denim had (62)______ Because of this the denim pants did not look interesting and they got
dirty easily. To solve these problems, Strauss made the denim blue.

Strauss continued to improve his jeans. Today, the company he started is known around the world. 
and jeans are considered not just practical but very fashionable as well.
56. A. immigrate B. immigrant C. immigrated D. migrate
57. A. gold mines B. gold mining C. gold miners D. mining gold
58. A. complain B. tell C. ask D. talk
59. A. enough strong B. strong enough C. strength d. strength enough
60. A. from B. for C. into D. to
61. A. that B. what C. which D.  x
62. A. colorful B. colorless C. no color D. color
63. The word “ to improve” means:

A. to make better B. to find more C. to take care D. to look after
64. The phrase “ around the world” means:

A. outside the world B. the world over C. near the world D. worldwide
65. People like jeans because they are:

A. practical B. fashionable C. colorful D. A and B
VI. Choose the sentence which is closest in meaning to the given one.
66. The dancing hall is overcrowded.

A. There are too much people there.       B. There are too many people there.
C. There are more people in the dancing hall.    D. There are many people dancing there. 

67. The dog doesn’t look friendly at all.
A. It looks frightened B. It makes us frightening
C. It is frightening D. All of us are frightening

68. We missed the last bus, so we went home on foot.
A. As we missed the last bus, we walked home.
B. We lost the bus and we walked home.
C. We failed the bus, so we went on foot.
D. Because there was no bus we took a taxi home.

69. I’m afraid there are no seats left.
A. Every seat is served B. All seats are full
C. They bought every seats D. Every seat is reserved

70. I’m free only on Sundays.
A. I have to work the six days. B. I have to work the other six days of the week.
C. I work the six days of the week. D. I work at weekends.



UNIT2   TEST 1
1. a 11. c 21. b 31. c 41. c ( -> was) 51. b
2. c 12. b 22. d 32. d 42.d  (-> interested) 52. d
3. c 13. a 23. a 33. c 43. b  ( ->much) 53. b
4. d 14. b 24. b 34. d 44. c  ( -> living) 54. c
5. b 15. d 25. b 35. b 45. b  ( -> hadn’t) 55. a
6. c 16. c 26. d 36. d 46. d (-> out of order) 56. b
7. d 17. c 27. d 37. a 47. d  ( -> left) 57. d
8. c 18. b 28. b 38. a 48. c  ( -> was) 58. a
9. a 19. c 29. c 39. c 49. b  ( ->seen) 59. b
10. d 20. a 30. b 40. d 50. b  ( -> is writing) 60. a

UNIT2  TEST 2
1. c 11. d 21. c 31. c 41. c  ( ->have tried) 51. b
2. d 12. a 22. c 32. d 42. d  ( ->from) 52. a
3. a 13. c 23. d 33. c 43. c  ( ->hasn’t been) 53. c
4. c 14. d 24. d 34. d 44. b  ( -> from) 54. c
5. d 15. a 25. c 35. c 45. c  ( -> lose) 55. b
6. a 16. c 26. a 36. d 46. a  ( -> has been) 56. a
7. b 17. b 27. c 37. d 47. c  ( -> any longer) 57. a
8. d 18. c 28. d 38. b 48. c  (->has now been) 58. d
9. b 19. c 29. a 39. c 49. b  ( -> have) 59. b
10. c 20. a 30. d 40. d 50. b  ( -> was) 60. c

 


